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	Miller and Childers have focused on creating a clear presentation of foundational concepts with specific applications to signal processing and communications, clearly the two areas of most interest to students and instructors in this course. It is aimed at graduate students as well as practicing engineers, and includes unique chapters on narrowband random processes and simulation techniques.

	

	The appendices provide a refresher in such areas as linear algebra, set theory, random variables, and more. Probability and Random Processes also includes applications in digital communications, information theory, coding theory, image processing, speech analysis, synthesis and recognition, and other fields.

	

	* Exceptional exposition and numerous worked out problems make the book extremely readable and accessible

	* The authors connect the applications discussed in class to the textbook

	* The new edition contains more real world signal processing and communications applications

	* Includes an entire chapter devoted to simulation techniques
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ICCCE 2020: Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on Communications and Cyber Physical Engineering (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering, 698)Springer, 2020

	This book is a collection of research papers and articles presented at the 3rd International Conference on Communications and Cyber-Physical Engineering (ICCCE 2020), held on 1-2 February 2020 at CMR Engineering College, Hyderabad, Telangana, India. Discussing the latest developments in voice and data communication engineering, cyber-physical...
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jQuery Mobile First LookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The jQuery Mobile framework is jQuery’s latest rabbit out of the hat project. The
	jQuery Mobile framework is open source and is supported by all the big players:
	iOS, Android, Bada, BlackBerry, Nokia, Adobe, and so, covering all the names
	behind the project. It is a truly cross platform framework and porting applications
	made in...
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TOAD Handbook (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2009
TOAD Handbook is a guide for developing Oracle applications and administering Oracle databases with TOAD. Starting with installation and configuration, the book covers the TOAD SQL editors in depth, including dozens of helpful, undocumented features. Later chapters discuss reporting and exporting data and using several add-on tools designed to...
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A Cup of Comfort for Cat Lovers: Stories that celebrate our feline friendsAdams Media, 2008

	You know much joy your furry friend adds to your life and in this stunning new collection you'll find fifty more cats that will steal your heart-one meow at a time.


	From a wayward Calico that rescues his family from a deadly snake to a sophisticated Siamese that helps to heal her ailing owner, A Cup of Comfort for Cat...
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The Mezonic Agenda: Hacking the PresidencySyngress Publishing, 2004
"Hack-Along" with the Heroes and Villains of the Mezonic Agenda as the American Presidency hangs in the balance of cyber-space... In six days Hugh Davis will testify before Congress on the security, stability, and safety of Advice Software Inc.'s e-vote software. He is a world-renowned expert on software security, and his testimony will...
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Workflows: Expanding Architecture's Territory in the Design and Delivery of Buildings (Architectural Design)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Workflows are being rethought and remodelled across the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) spectrum. The synthesis of building information modelling (BIM) platforms with digital simulation techniques and increasing access to data, charting building performance, is allowing architects to engage in the generation of new workflows...
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